
Lunchtime Clubs

Summer Term



Our lunchtime clubs offer activities outside the curriculum for students to develop

skills, broaden their experiences in their personal areas of interest and socialise with

friends whilst having fun.

Our lunchtime club offering starts in Key Stage 1 and runs through into Key Stage

4.

Each term the students get to choose which club(s) they would like to attend and

commit to this for the term.

Pupil Voice is used at the end of each term to determine which clubs will run the

following term.

Alongside our Lunchtime Clubs we also offer outdoor games for our children who

want to remain in the playground. We also have a variety of resources such as

scooters, bikes and balls, outdoor gym equipment, trim trail and reading sheds for

the children to enjoy during their outdoor playground time.

Our Offer



Primary



Forest School Club

Focus: Forest School lunch time club gives

pupils chance to learn through child led

play in a natural environment. Pupils are

able to access the Forest during their

lunch break using the various resources

within the forest including the Hammocks,

Mud Kitchen, Digging pit and swings.



Art Club
Focus: Art club allows our pupils to get

creative. In Art club pupils can choose

from a variety of Art activities such as

colouring, painting, collaging and

drawing. Art club is pupil led to allow

pupils to be as creative as they want.



Sports Club
Focus: Pupils will learn the rules of

different sports and will have a try at

different types of sports. Pupils will

learn how to work as a team and

how to be persistent and adaptive.



iPad Club
Focus: iPad club offers the opportunity

for pupils to build their skills. By using

an iPad, pupils can learn typing,

multi-touch navigation, problem-solving

(with puzzles and games) and many

other skills. It is fun and engaging and

a firm favourite of our pupils.



Movie Club
Focus: In Movie Club we start

off the term by voting for the

films we would like to watch.

The most popular film will be

the film we watch together.



Sensory Club
Focus: Sensory room club offers a therapeutic

space for pupils as an alternative to the busyness

of the playground. Choices of equipment are used

to encourage pupils to use a variety of physical,

cognitive and communication skills. The calm

environment of the sensory room provides pupils

with a safe space to encourage them to express

themselves and their sensory differences.



Disco Club
Focus: Disco clubs offers the opportunity

for our pupils to dance to their

favourite songs. In Disco club we learn

turn taking and good waiting. Great fun

is had by all whilst moving to different

styles of music with our friends.



Secondary



iPad Club
Focus: iPad club offers the opportunity

for pupils to build their skills. By using

an iPad, pupils can learn typing,

multi-touch navigation, problem-solving

(with puzzles and games) and many

other skills. It is fun and engaging and

a firm favourite of our pupils.



Puzzle Club
Focus: puzzle club gives our pupils an

opportunity to complete puzzles that they

wouldn't get to complete as part of their

learning in the curriculum. Puzzle club

allows our pupils to enjoy some quiet time

away from the business of the playground.



Forest School Club

Focus: Forest School lunch time club gives

pupils chance to learn through child led

play in a natural environment. Pupils are

able to access the Forest during their

lunch break using the various resources

within the forest including the Hammocks,

Mud Kitchen, Digging pit and swings.



Sports Club
Focus: Pupils will learn the rules of

different sports and will have a try at

different types of sports. Pupils will

learn how to work as a team and

how to be persistent and adaptive.



Movie Club
Focus: In Cinema Club we start

off the term by voting for the

films we would like to watch.

The most popular film will be

the film we watch together.



Computing Club
Focus: In computing club pupils are

given the opportunity to use the

computers in our ICT Suite to play

games, create documents or watch

videos. This allows our pupils to extend

their computer skills in a fun and

exciting way.



Nail Club
Focus: In nail club our pupils will

learn the art of painting nails. They

will get the opportunity to practise

painting nails on others and maybe

adding some decoration.


